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1. GUY COTTEN BIB & BRACE NO FLY size xs-xxl Elasticated waist at back, side opening by plastic buckle, knee reinforcement, adjustable braces 
2. GUY COTTEN BIB & BRACE C/W APRON WITH FLY Elasticated waist at back, side opening by plastic buckle, adjustable and removable elasticated braces 
3. GUY COTTEN X TRAPPER BIB & BRACE Heavy duty high bib and brace, inside chest pocket, plastic stiffener at back, elasticated waist, adjustable braces 
4. GUY COTTEN DREMBIB BIB & BRACE The back is in an extremely tough, highly BREATHABLE, 100% waterproof high-tech multi-layered fabric (Dremtech+) 
5. 66 NORTH BIB & BRACE FLURO HW  Heavy duty bib and brace, adjustable braces, fabric is highly resistant against oil and frost 
6. 66 NORTH BIB & BRACE PVC  POLYESTER Lightweight, yet strong and abrasion resistant, remains soft and flexible in all temperatures 
7. ELKA BIB & BRACE Adjustable braces, chest inside pocket,  oil resistant, hard wearing 600gsm PVC polyester fabric with welded seems 
8. TYTAN BIB & BRACE Designed with a front pocket, elastic braces and Velcro tape for adjustment and safety 
9. STORMLINE  Heavy duty pvc,  elasticated braces with plastic clip buckles, Velcro tape at legs for adjustments, elasticated waist, Hi-vis neon for safety 

10. GUY COTTEN ROSSBRAS Kimono cut for ease of movement, heavy duty zip under double self grip flap, adjustable elasticated cuffs, waterproof pockets with flap 
11. GUY COTTEN ISOMAX  Longer at the back , magic hood providing an unimpaired view, heavy duty zip under double self grip flap, adjustable elasticated cuffs 
12. GUY COTTEN DREMPRO  Magic hood,  heavy duty zip under double self grip flap, adjustable elasticated cuffs with snap fasteners, waterproof pockets with flap 
13. 66 NORTH  FLURO JACKET HW  Heavy duty pvc, high visibility fluorescent colour, chemical and cold resistance 
14. 66 NORTH JACKET PVC POLYESTER  Lightweight, yet strong and abrasion resistant,  concealed snaps with storm list 
15. TYTAN BLUE LINE JACKET Heavy Duty Polyester/ PVC coated, with a special misture for improved flexibility and resistance to wear, reinforced zip with Velcro flap 
16. STORMLINE JACKET Double layer front 650gsm pvc,  reinforced zip with Velcro stormflap, drawstring storm hood,  neoprene adjustable cuffs,  longer at back 
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17. GUY COTTEN SMOCK (Nylpeche)  Large self grip flap for adjusting,  wide hood with visor  and elasticated drawstring. Sleeves with hemmed trims  and no cuffs 
18. GUY COTTEN CHINOOK SMOCK  Waterproof neoprene cuffs,  waterproof zip fastening, hood adjustable visror with drawstring, chest pocket with self grip flap 
19. GUY COTTEN PECHE SMOCK  Hood inside collar, wide gusset with self grip flap, chest pocket under flap,  adjustable cuffs,  drawcord at the hem 
20. GUY COTTEN BARKIE  Light, watertight , windcheater, breathable smock with thermal tape bonded seams. Large zip teeth makes it easy to put on 
21. 66 NORTH SMOCK TOP HW Extra heavy duty ,  high visibility, chemical and cold resistant, closed front, reflector strips on shoulders,  cord to tighten hood 
22. 66 NORTH MAX PVC  POLYESTER SMOCK Lighter weight with increased levels of movement,  closed in front,  highly resistant against oil and frost 
23. 66 NORTH SLOPPY TOP SMOOKIE Lighter weight,  closed in front,  PVC fabric in the front, Beaver-nylon  on the back,  reinforcing on the sleeves 
24. TYTAN SMOCK BLUE LINE Heavy Duty Polyester/ PVC coated, with a special misture for improved flexibility , fitted cuffs,  additional treatment against oils & fuels 
25. STORMLINE SMOCK Half zip front with expansion gusset,  double layer front,  drawstring  storm hood,  neoprene internal cuffs,  made from tough polyester PVC 
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